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“The concept of sustainable development does
imply limits
- not absolute limits
but limitations imposed
by the present state of technology and social
organization
on environmental resources
and
by the ability of the biosphere
to absorb the effects of human activities”.
Gro Harlem Brundtland,
Our Common Future, 1987

But we have now reached the limits of
“the ability of the biosphere
to absorb the effects of human activities”
Definitely time for thinking about things
differently!
Time for the Holistic Approach

Welcome to the
Anthropocene?
Urban mines…
Invisible mining…
Zero waste…
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Why not mine all
“waste”?
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Yielding the Continuous Life-Cycle Dividend… for ever:
Valorising residues and tailings in a “Zero Waste” Circular Economy
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“Zero Waste” in the Circular Economy
Principles
A (the?) defining principles of the circular economy are resource conservation and optimised use
efficiency (Zero Waste):
a)

The default condition is that accessing “primary” resources is necessary only when “secondary
(reusable)” resources are not sufficiently available

b)

The Linear economy is broken: “Extractive” industries have lost public trust and confidence
require a new, “circular” narrative, based on redefined “life-cycles” for all resources

c)

All resources stay within the system boundary, even if no foreseeable solution to their current
status as “waste” is available

d)

Resources should be managed in “nexus” structures, based on meeting essential SDG needs –
Food: Energy: Water (FEW) and within a new Social Resource Contract

e)

Risk/benefit models and algorithms need to be fundamentally rethought
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“End of Waste” in the Circular Economy:
Time for NORM Industries to reboot?
Actions
a) Adopt and apply Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) as an essential condition for resource
management. See SDG 12: Responsible Production and Consumption
b) The regulator has to create the conditions for NORM industries to serve equally and equitably the
needs of People: Planet: Prosperity. This means it must accompany the entire resource life-cycle,
and in its new circular form.

c) NORM regulation must pivot away from a one-dimensional approach, exclusively about “safe”
waste management and disposal and returning to the graded, holistic, evidence-based approach it
has neglected.
d) Regulation must be empirical not deterministic as “the present state of technology and social
organisation” evolves. Stakeholder engagement and the Social Licence to Operate (SLO) are key.
e) Government and industry must investing in making the necessary tools and instruments for
regulators to do this (for example to meet new Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG)
finance and investment requirements)?
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EY

▪

https://assets.ey.com/content/dam/ey-sites/ey-com/en_gl/topics/miningmetals/ey-business-risks-and-opportunities.pdf
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Our Common Future?...
but the Common Dividend is Missing
Why is the Social Licence to Operate at no.1 in the list of Business Risks and Liabilities for the Resources
Industries, where it has been for several years, especially for NORM-related industries?
How is the mix of “toxic intangibles” fear (eg of “radioactivity” among operators and stakeholders) confusion
and uncertainty (especially among operators) as to how to be compliant with NORM regulations, especially for
reuse of residues when they are so inconsistent and often incoherent nationally, even within countries,
regionally and worldwide. Ie is this a problem of our own making not inherent to the risks posed by the materials
themselves if properly managed under a graded, holistic approach?
How can this “Triple Bottom Line” negative impact be revisited within a holistic, circular economy framework
and converted into a sustainable long-term tangible and intangible, equitably shared, long-term common
dividend from
1. valorising NORM (and other) industry residues, especially those with very high volumes,
2. returning to economically productive use the many thousands of hectares of land lost to disposal, and
3. thereby restoring depressed land values blighted by the proximity of these materials?
There are success stories already, in place but not generally known and understood…

Our Common Future

EY
57% of the
value of Mining
and Processing
Companies is
Intangible:
The SLO is a key
part of the Zero
Waste Dividend

https://assets.ey.com/content/dam/ey-sites/ey-com/en_gl/topics/miningmetals/ey-business-risks-and-opportunities.pdf
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Time (overdue?) for a rethink?
Time for adopting a Social Resource Contract
to regain trust and confidence and to mirror
the accelerating trend to Environmental, Social
and Governance (ESG) related financial and
investment instruments?
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The Extractives Linear Model is Broken
Fixing it – Climate Action and the Circular Economy transition
• Extractive industries have immense potential to drive
growth, support sustainable development, and reduce
poverty in developing countries. Yet, the actual contribution
of extractive industries to sustainable development in
countries rich in raw materials has often been mired by
financial, economic, governance, social and environmental
concerns, leading to the so-called resource curse or paradox
of plenty.
• In effect, the abundance of raw materials has often locked
many developing countries into patterns of primary product
export specialization, constituting a barrier to long-term
economic development.
Transformative Policy:
Extractive Industries,
May 25 2021
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ESG
Investment:
Performance
Review
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NORDEA

Together - We can do this
Partnership for Constructive (win-win-win) Regulation1 of PG
Partnership (SDG 17) is
fundamental to all progress
Partnerships between:
Government
Policy, regulation, investment, incentives
• Industry and partners (JVs/ long-term
customers)
& International Agencies eg UN
• Government
- Investor
- Regulator
Academia
Industry
- Standards
100%
Evidence and science
Phosphate and Partners –
Innovation
• Academia
agriculture/ forestry,
PG Use
Peer review
materials, roads…
- Science and technology
No conflict of interest
innovation (national and
international)
- Independent validation
1. Julian Hilton, Brian Birky, A.E. Johnston, The “constructive regulation” of phosphates and phosphogypsum: A new, evidence-based approach to regulating a
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NORM industry vital to the global community, Proceedings, IRPA 2008, IAEA Vienna (2010).

IAEA Environet WG 5
NORM Residue Valorisation in the Scope of the Circular Economy
Terms of Reference available for review and comment – please ask Horst or me
Work Plan - Runs 2 years: January 2022 – December 2023, well underway now
Key findings to date:
1. Must be holistic, inclusive, stakeholder oriented approach – empirical not deterministic
2. New NORM regulatory model/ paradigm required – circular economy enabling/ compliant
3. “Zero discharge” ambition (as derived from NPPs) unrealistic and unnecessary to maintain safety
4. Capabilities to deliver must be in place – competency analysis and training required
5. Case studies to scale, lessons and success stories essential for mapping transition pathways
6. Access to market and related conformity statement or approval mark (eg CE product mark)
7. Fits well with IAEA broader Circular Economy alignment initiative

• IAEA Environet Working Group #5:
• Valorisation of NORM Residues and
Wastes - Work Plan (May 10, 2022)

NORM Residue Valorisation
Stretch Goal - 98:2
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Zero Waste -PG use as Soil amendment and roadbed
PG Production 215 mt/y
Consumption ~80mt/y ↑
Legacy 4-5 million tonnes
Goal 100% use incl. legacy

India

Soil amendment Russia
With PG

Without PG

Forestation/ CO2
Sequestration, Canada

Knauf / Prayon PG
Plaster Mine Belgium

Barley, Morocco

Coffee, Brazil

150 cm
root layer

Roads, Russia
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Innovation and
Infrastructure
Innovation (SDG 9) is
sometimes about
optimisation, sometimes
disruption.
New…
❖Processes
❖Materials/ combinations
❖Products
❖Data
❖Projects….

PG Case Studies

✓ Forestry/ Agriculture
o Soil remediation
o Crop yield
o Nutrient efficiency
o Water efficiency
o CO2 sequestration
o S/ Ca rich fertilisers
o Anthrosols
✓Materials/ combinations
o PG/ flyash
o PG tailings
✓Products
o Plaster/ wallboard
o Zypmite
o Ceramics
o Roads
o Growth media
✓Projects
o 100% use
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Our Common Dividend: Social and Environmental Drivers
▪ Broken linear model with “baked in” assumption that waste disposal is a cost of doing
business
▪ Progressively eliminate negative externalities – the negative consequences of unjust or
inequitable contracts, rectify the damage caused by exploitative labour practices, engage
in a positive and supportive manner with artisanal and small mining businesses, mitigate
the costs and damage to public and environmental health pollution, contamination,
emissions, imposed on future generations from past and current bad practices
▪ Through circularity and good sconce transform these negatives into positive internalities
– value-additive resource management across the supply and value chains engaged in the
complete life-cycle management to the benefit of employees, stakeholders, communities
at national regional; and international levels
▪ Restore public confidence in these industries by credible science, elimination of conflicts
of interest and corruption, stem and stop illicit flows of funds and materials
▪ Deploy transformative digital technologies such as blockchain, AI, drones and satellite
data
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Our Common Dividend and the New Point of Equilibrium
1994… 2022
The Triple Bottom Line
• Financial

1987… 2030

1951… 1994

People

Either we
all win – or
we all lose

COVID…

• Social

CLIMATE ACTION…

• Environmental

SUSTAINABILITY…

Planet

Prosperity

Environmental-Economic Accounting meets John Nash meets Brundtland meets ESG
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Let’s build our common NORM future
for Our Common Dividend
Thank you!
Jhilton@aleffgroup.co.uk

